CIRANO
Le CIRANO est un organisme sans but lucratif constitué en vertu de la Loi des compagnies du Québec. Le Table 2A : Correlations between components of the pricing kernels and the Equity Premium December-December Returns, Value-Weighted Table 2B : Correlations between components of the pricing kernels and the Equity Premium Averaged Returns, Value-Weighted Notes: Correlation matrices for returns and the first four moments of the cross-sectional distribution of consumption growth. The sample period is 1963-1995. The returns and growth variables are described in the notes to Tables 1A and 1B, respectively. The first element in the correlation matrix is the equity risk premium. In Table 2A , the December-December returns are used; in Table 2B , the averaged returns are used instead. The second element in the correlation matrix is U.S. consumption growth. The third element is again consumption growth, this time computed using the equally-weigthed average of the state consumption levels. The next four elements are the first four moments of the cross-sectional distribution of state consumption growth.
24.26
29.35 Notes: Each cell represents the rate of risk aversion that equates to zero the difference between the Euler equation for the risky asset and the Euler equation for the riskless asset. In some cases, no rate of risk aversion is available that equates this expression to zero. In these cases the rate of risk aversion that yields the lowest pricing error is reported. These cases are indicated with an (*). Return variables are described in Notes: Each panel gives average pricing errors as a function of risk aversion. Panel A presents results for the standard incomplete markets kernel in (5), using December-December returns. Panel B presents results for the same standard incomplete markets kernel, using averaged returns. Panel C presents results for the incomplete markets kernel with the first two moments in (9), using December-December returns. Panel D presents results for the incomplete markets kernel with the first two moments in (9), using averaged returns. The return variables are described in the notes to Table 1B. (5), using December-December returns. Panel B presents results for the same standard incomplete markets kernel, using averaged returns. Panel C presents results for the incomplete markets kernel with the first two moments in (9), using December-December returns. Panel D presents results for the incomplete markets kernel with the first two moments in (9), using averaged returns. The return variables are described in the notes to Table 1B. 
